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Test and solidify your knowledge of radiation oncology withÂ Radiation Oncology: A

Question-Based Review. This bookâ€™s Q&A format doesnâ€™t merely encourage rote

memorization, but expounds on most answersâ€™ reasoning, background information, and clinical

context to foster your complete understanding. Written by top experts, with each chapter authored

by at least one resident and one faculty member,Â Radiation Oncology: A Question-Based

ReviewÂ is the perfect learning tool for students and physicians who are seeking to strengthen their

long-term command of radiation oncology.FEATURESCovers all sites and cancer types currently

treated with radiotherapy with an emphasis on treatment recommendations and the evidence

behind them.Detailed questions on the natural history, epidemiology, diagnosis, staging, and

treatment-related side effects for each cancer typeMnemonics and tables aid understanding and

retentionIncludes the latest data and most recent studies from the field to reflect current/standard

radiation oncology practiceUpdated appendix of normal tissue tolerance tables follows QUANTEC

recommendationsNow with the print edition, enjoy the bundled interactive eBook edition, offering

tablet, smartphone, or online access to:Complete content with enhanced navigationA powerful

search tool that pulls results from content in the book, your notes, and even the webCross-linked

pages, references, and more for easy navigationHighlighting tool for easier reference of key content

throughout the textAbility to take and share notes with friends and colleaguesQuick-reference

tabbing to save your favorite content for future useInteractive Q&A bank for self-testing
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As a fourth year med student on Rad Onc audition rotations, this book was my single greatest

resource. The fact that it is recently updated is probably its greatest strength, but the format is also

perfect if you're trying to quickly learn the essentials for any disease site. Several residents I've

worked with seem to use it as well. It covers background, staging, most major trials and toxicity for

each disease site in a format similar to Surgical Recall. It is not a replacement for the Roach

handbook because it's not nearly as comprehensive, but (at least as a med student) often you can

do with less info than that larger, and somewhat out-dated, handbook. Definitely recommend.

I access this book every day, wonderful quick reference for me as a new physician as well as a

great resource for boards

Very good Book for us MD that need it, pricy though .

Liked it.

The number one resource for passing your written boards. Also indispensable for the oral boards.

Truly a gem.

Just as I expected

Excellent

It is an excellent book for both residents and also for specialists, daily review
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